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Rotoscoping the Real: Philosophical Implications of Rotoscoped Animation in
Animated Documentaries
This paper analyses the use of rotoscoped animation in animated documentaries, its
implications on the documentary genre, and its claims to the indexical. By examining the
use of rotoscope in animated documentaries such as Tussilago (Jonas Odell, 2010) and
30%: Women and Politics in Sierra Leone (Anna Cady and Em Cooper, 2013), this paper
illustrates the porous boundaries of the documentary genre, and how animated
documentaries disrupt classical film theory’s concept of indexicality, the idea that cinema
can capture the real world. While many classical film theory arguments assert realism as
the essence of film, these arguments often remove animation from the conversation,
despite the important philosophical implications of rotoscoped animation on claims of the
indexical. While documentaries seek to illustrate the real world, many animated
documentaries do not use rotoscoped animation, despite its connections to the indexical,
illustrating alternative purposes for (animated) documentaries that go beyond just
capturing the indexical, such as conveying psychological interiority. Tussilago and 30%:
Women and Politics in Sierra Leone are examples of specific stylistic choices in regards to
rotoscoped animation, capturing the physical and emotional weight of its subject matter,
ultimately tying the emotional impact of the animation to the real world. By putting
animated documentaries, rotoscope animation, and classical film theory into conversation,
this paper illustrates the new and evolving conceptions of realism in animation and
animated documentaries.
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